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Multilayered Superlenses Containing CsBr or Active Medium for
Subwavelength Photolithography

Li-Hao Yeh and Jean-Fu Kiang*

Abstract—The characteristics of periodic multilayered near-field superlenses are analyzed and
optimized, using the dispersion relation derived from an effective medium theory and the transfer
function in the spectral domain. The k′z-kx and k′′z -kx contours are used to explain and predict the
spectral width, amplitude and phase of the transfer function. Superlenses containing CsBr or active
layers are proposed to reduce image distortion or to compensate for the propagation loss, respectively.
The parameters of the superlenses can be optimized by simulations to resolve half-pitch features down
to λ/36 using CsBr layers, and λ/20 using active layers.

1. INTRODUCTION

Wave propagation through negative-ε (ENG), negative-µ (MNG) or double-negative (DNG) materials
has been widely studied [1]. Pendry pointed out that ENG and MNG materials can converge TM and
TE wave, respectively; and a DNG material can converge both TE and TM waves [2]. The conventional
diffraction limit on resolution can be broken using a slab of these materials [2], which is also called a
superlens.

Superlenses built with ENG materials have been proposed in the optical or UV bands [3–13].
Surface plasmon polaritons (SPP’s) can be excited around the interface between an ENG layer and a
matching layer, the latter is usually made of a double-positive (DPS) material with the same |ε| as the
ENG layer. The image resolution can be improved by involving these SPP’s.

When applied to photolithography, half-pitch of 60 nm (∼ λ/6 at λ = 365 nm) can be resolved
with a single-layer silver superlens [4], and half-pitch of 20 nm (∼ λ/10 at λ = 193 nm) can be resolved
with a single-layer superlens with an index matching layer [3]. A superlens composed of multiple layers
of ENG (metal) and positive-ε (dielectric) materials is claimed to out-perform a single-layer superlens
in resolution [5–12]. By interleaving metal layers with dielectric layers, with both thinner than that
of a single-layer superlens, the attenuation is reduced and the resolution is improved [5, 6]. In [7, 12],
a transfer matrix method is applied to study the performance of multilayered superlenses, which can
resolve half-pitch of 50 nm (∼ λ/7 at λ = 365 nm).

A periodic multilayered structure, made of metal and dielectric layers, can be described as an
equivalent homogeneous anisotropic medium [8–10], which is a function of the thickness ratio and the
permittivity of the constituent layers. Half-pitch of 40 nm (∼ λ/11 at λ = 442 nm) can be resolved [9].
The dispersion relation of the equivalent homogeneous medium can be used to predict the propagation
direction of the wave.

The aforementioned superlenses operate in the near-field region, where the evanescent waves are
not severely attenuated. Alternatively, far-field superlenses (FSL), having a longer separation between
the mask and the image plane to prevent mask damage, can also break the conventional diffraction
limit [13–16]. For example, half-pitch of λ/8 has been resolved using the FSL [14]. A common approach
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is to fabricate a grating between an ENG layer and a DPS layer. The garting is designed to induce
Floquet’s modes of the evanescent waves and propagate the information of the latter. Hyperlens and
hybrid-superlens have also been proposed for microscopic applications [17, 18].

In this paper, both the k′z-kx and k′′z -kx contours, derived from the dispersion relation, are explored
to predict the transfer function of multilayered superlenses. The resolution of a superlens is fine-tuned
with the transfer function thus obtained. Layers made of CsBr layer and active medium are also proposed
to further improve the phase and attenuation characteristics of the superlens. This paper is organized
as follows: a layered-medium formulation is briefly described in Section 2, an effective medium thoery
for multiple layers is briefly reviewed in Section 3. Simulations on superlenses containing periodic cells,
CsBr layers and active layers are presented in Sections 4, 5 and 6, respectively. The tolerance analysis
of these superlens designs is presented in Section 7, and some conclusions are drawn in Section 8.

2. BRIEF REVIEW OF LAYERED-MEDIUM FORMULATION

Figure 1 depicts the configuration of a multilayered medium on top of a double-slot mask. The field
of TM polarization is assumed, with the field specified as Hy (x, z = 0) = H0 = 1, on the slots at
|x + w/2| ≤ a/2 and |x − w/2| ≤ a/2. The Hy component at z = 0 and in layer (`), respectively, can
be expressed in the spectral domain as [19]

Hy(x, 0) =
1
2π

∫ ∞

−∞
dkxe−jkxxH̃y(kx)

H`y(x, z) =
1
2π

∫ ∞

−∞
dkxe−jkxx

[
H`∪e−jk`zz` + H`∩ejk`zz`

]
, 1 ≤ ` ≤ N

H(N+1)y(x, z) =
1
2π

∫ ∞

−∞
dkxe−jkxxH(N+1)∪e−jk(N+1)zzN+1

(1)

where z` = z − h`−1. Define, at z` = d`, a reflection coefficient, R`∩ = H`∩ejk`zd`/H`∪e−jk`zd` . Then
impose the continuity conditions at z` = d`, to derive a recursive relation as

R`∩ =
R`(`+1) + R(`+1)∩e−2jk(`+1)zd`+1

1 + R`(`+1)R(`+1)∩e−2jk(`+1)zd`+1
(2)

where

R`(`+1) =
ε`+1k`z − ε`k(`+1)z

ε`+1k`z + ε`k(`+1)z
(3)

Figure 1. Configuration of a multilayered medium on top of a double-slot mask, with the image plane
at z = hN .
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is the Fresnel reflection coefficient between layers ` and ` + 1. By substituting

RN∩ =
εN+1kNz − εNk(N+1)z

εN+1kNz + εNk(N+1)z
= RN(N+1) (4)

into (2), with ` = N − 2, R(N−2)∩ is obtained. Repeating (2) with ` = N − 3, N − 4, . . ., all the R`∩’s
are obtained. By imposing the continuity conditions, the amplitude, H`∪, are derived as

H1∪ =
H̃y(kx)

1 + R1∩e−2jk1zd1

H(`+1)∪ = H`∪
(1 + R`∩)e−jk`zd`

1 + R(`+1)∩e−2jk(`+1)zd`+1

H(N+1)∪ = HN∪(1 + RN∩)e−jkNzdN

Next, define the transfer function at the top boundary of each layer as

T`(kx) =
H`∪(1 + R`(`+1))e−jk`zd`

H̃y(kx)
, 1 ≤ ` ≤ N (5)

Hence, the magnetic field in the image plane, z = hN , can be expressed as

Hy(x, z = hN ) =
∫ ∞

−∞
dkxe−jkxxH̃y(kx)TN (kx)

3. BRIEF REVIEW OF EFFECTIVE MEDIUM THEORY

Figure 2 depicts a periodic multilayered medium, intended to function as a superlens. An approximate
approach, based on the characteristic matrix [20], has been applied to derive an equivalent homogeneous
anisotropic medium to a periodic multilayered medium [8].

Figure 2. Configuration of a periodic multilayered medium on top of a double-slot mask, with the
image plane at z = hCNc .

3.1. Approximation Approach

The characteristic matrix, M (kx, ε` , d`), of a homogeneous medium is derived as [8]

M(kx, ε`, d`) =




cos(k`zd`)
jωε`r

k`z
sin(k`zd`)

jk`z

ωε`r
sin(k`zd`) cos(k`zd`)


 (6)
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where ε` and d` are the permittivity and thickness, respectively, of the medium; and k`z satisfies the
dispersion relation

k2
x + k2

`z = k2
0ε`r (7)

If the multilayered structure is composed of C cells, with each cell consisting of Nc layers of
homogeneous medium, the characteristic matrix of a single cell takes the product form [8]

Mcell(kx) = M(kx, ε1, d1) . . . M(kx, εNc , dNc) (8)
which can be expressed in terms of the effective parameters, εrx , εrz and kaz , as [8]

Mcell(kx) =




cos(kazdc)
jωεrx
kaz

sin(kazdc)

jkaz

ωεrx
sin(kazdc) cos(kazdc)


 (9)

where dc = d1 + . . . + dNc is the total thickness of one cell.
The effectiveness of this expression has been verified in [8], for the case of Nc = 2, under

the assumption that k`zd` ¿ 1 and kazdc ¿ 1; which implies cos(k`zd`) ' 1, cos(kazdc) ' 1,
sin(k`zd`) ' k`zd`, and sin(kazdc) ' kazdc. Thus, (8) and (9) can be approximated as

Mcell(kx) '




1 jω

Nc∑

`=1

d`ε`r

j

ω

Nc∑

`=1

k2
`zd`

ε`r
1




(10)

Mcell(kx) '



1 jωεrxdc

jk2
azdc

ωεrx
1


 (11)

Next, equate (10) with (11), with the dispersion relation in (7), to derive
k2

x

εrz
+

k2
az

εrx
= k2

0 (12)

where

εrx =

Nc∑

`=1

d`ε`r

dc
,

1
εrz

=

Nc∑

`=1

d`

ε`r

dc
(13)

which is the extended version of that in [8]. These effective parameters of a single cell depend only on
the thickness ratio among layers in a cell, as long as k`zd` ¿ 1 and kazdc ¿ 1.

The characteristic matrix of the whole medium, composed of C cells, can be expressed in terms of
these effective parameters as [8]

Mt(kx) =




cos(kazd)
jωεrx
kaz

sin(kazd)

jkaz

ωεrx
sin(kazd) cos(kazd)


 (14)

where d = Cdc is the thickness of the whole medium. If kazd ¿ 1, the previous approximation can also
be applied to derive the effective parameters of the whole medium.

3.2. Eigenvalue Approach

An alternative approach is to diagonalize Mt = MC
cell into [8]

Mt(kx) =
[
1 1
p q

] [
e−jkezd 0

0 ejkezd

] [
1 1
p q

]−1

(15)

where kez is the eigenvalue. The prediction using the eigenvalue approach is expected to be close to
that using the approximation approach as C is large while the total thickness of the medium is fixed.
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3.3. Properties of kz-kx Contours

The dispersion relation can be presented as k′z-kx and k′′z -kx contours, where kz = k′z +jk′′z . The normals
to the k′z-kx contours suggest the wave propagation direction, while the normal to the k′′z -kx contours
suggest the wave attenuation direction.

When the approximation approach is applied, the dispersion relation of a multilayered structure
can be expressed as (12). If the permittivities of all layers are real, the k′z-kx and k′′z -kx contours will
be a hyperbola or an ellipse, depending on the values of εrx and εrz .

If both εrx and εrz are positive, the k′z-kx and k′′z -kx contours are ellipses and hyperbolas,
respectively. Wave components at large kx have a large k′′z , and attenuate significantly with z. If
one of εrx and εrz is negative, and the other is positive, the k′z-kx contours are hyperbolas, and the
k′′z -kx contours are ellipses. The slope of the asymptote to a hyperbola is determined as [8]

dkaz

dkx
= ±

√∣∣∣∣
εrx
εrz

∣∣∣∣
When the layers are slightly lossy, εrx and εrz become complex numbers of εrx = ε′rx + jε′′rx and

εrz = ε′rz + jε′′rz , respectively; and the asymptotes of the k′z-kx and k′′z -kx contours can be expressed as

k′az= ±kx

√
|εrx ||εrz | − (ε′rx ε′rz + ε′′rx ε′′rz )

2|εrz |2

k′′az= ±kx

√
|εrx ||εrz |+ (ε′rx ε′rz + ε′′rx ε′′rz )

2|εrz |2

(16)

which can be used to predict the shape of the transfer functions later. The asymptotes to the k′′z -kx

contours have not been discussed in the literatures.

3.4. Transfer Function of Periodic Multilayered Structure

Periodic multilayered structures have been used to implement superlenses [7, 9, 13]. The k′z-kx and k′′z -kx

contours, derived from the dispersion relation of the multilayered structure, can be used to explain the
properties of the transfer function and to design a better superlens.

In [8, 10], the transfer function of an anisotropic metal-dielectric layered structure has been
derived. However, their definition of the transfer function is slightly different from ours. As shown

(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 3. (a) Fourier transform of the input magnetic field, Hy(x, 0), representing the original image.
(a) Simulation configuration in [8, 10]. (b) Simulation configuration in this paper, assuming a photo-
mask in front of the superlens.
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in Figure 3(b) [8, 10], the wave representing the original image, Hy(x, 0), is incident from below the
superlens, and part of the wave is reflected at the interface. In this paper, a photo-mask is assumed at
the interface, as shown in Figure 3(c), and the total field at z = 0 is the original image, Hy(x, 0).

The transfer function of the configuration in Figure 3(c) is derived as

TCNc(kx) =
1

cos(kazd) + j
εrxksz

εrskaz
sin(kazd)

(17)

where εrs and ksz are the relative permittivity and the z-component of the wavevector, respectively, of
the medium above the superlens. Similarly, the transfer function of the configuration in Figure 3(b) is
derived as [8, 10]

T ′CNc
(kx) =

2

2 cos(kazd) + j

(
εrskaz

εrxksz
+

εrxksz

εrskaz

)
sin(kazd)

(18)

At large kx, (17) and (18) can be approximated as

TCNc(kx) ' 2(
1 +

εrxksz

εrskaz

)
ejk′azd−k′′azd

T ′CNc
(kx) ' 4(

2 +
εrxksz

εrskaz
+

εrskaz

εrxksz

)
ejk′azd−k′′azd

(19)

The magnitude of both transfer functions is close to a constant if the slope of the k′′z -kx asymptote is
small over the range of interest. The slope of the k′z-kx asymptote determines the phase response of the
transfer functions.

At small kx, kazd ¿ 1, and the transfer functions can be approximated as

TCNc(kx) ' 1
1 + j(εrx/εrs)kszd

T ′CNc
(kx) ' 2

2 + j(εrx/εrs)kszd +
εrs

(
k2

0 − k2
x/εrz

)
d

ksz

(20)

which are nearly independent of kx if εrx ' 0, especially for TCNc .
By changing the ratio of layer thicknesses, the transfer function, T ′CNc

, can have a small slope of
k′z-kx contours over a wider range of kx, especially when εrx = 0 or 1/εrz = 0 [10]. In that case, the
waves can propagate in a direction more perpendicular to the layer interfaces, resulting in a better image
resolution. From (16), the slope of the k′′z -kx asymptote is correlated to that of the k′z-kx asymptote.
Thus, both asymptotes can have small slopes, implying a wider kx bandwidth of the transfer function.

4. SUPERLENSES MADE OF TWO-LAYER CELLS

Consider a periodic multilayered superlens with a total thickness of d = 80 nm. The wavelength of the
incident light is assumed 365 nm. Each cell is composed of two layers (Nc = 2), with the thickness ratio,
d1/d2 = 1. Layer 1 is made of PMMA (εPMMA = (2.3013− j0.0014)ε0) [7], and layer 2 is made of silver
(εAg = (−2.7− j0.23)ε0) [21]. Both materials are commonly used in the multilayered superlenses at this
wavelength. On top of the superlens is SU-8, a photo-resist (εs = 2.78ε0) [22].

Figure 4 shows the effect of cell number on the k′z-kx and k′′z -kx contours, the transfer function, and
the recovered image of the PMMA/Ag periodic multilayered superlens. When more cells are chosen,
the kez -kx contours becomes closer to the kaz -kx contours; and the transfer function becomes closer to
the closed form in (17). The relevant parameters associated with Figure 4, using the approximation
approach (AA), are listed in Table 1.
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A smaller slope of asymptote to the k′′z -kx contour implies a smaller decaying rate for high kx

components. Hence, the transfer function with a larger C in Figure 4(d) tends to have a wider spectral
width in kx. A smaller slope of asymptote to the k′z-kx contour makes the phase of the transfer function
closer to a linear function of kx, which implies less distortion to the original image intensity.

Figure 5 shows the effect when the dielectric and the metal layers are switched. The kz-kx contours
remain the same, but the transfer functions become different due to the change of boundary conditions.
The reversed order of Ag/PMMA produces a worse transfer function because Ag, in direct contact
with the photo mask, tends to prevent the wave components from propagating through it. As a result,
the field in the first Ag layer decays much faster in the Ag/PMMA arrangement than that in the first
PMMA layer in the PMMA/Ag arrangement. The difference becomes less significant as C becomes
large, as shown in Figure 6.

In order to expand the low-kx band of the transfer function, the slope of the k′′z -kx asymptote is
preferred to be as small as possible, which can be achieved if |εrx | → 0 or |1/εrz | → 0.

Next, we try to adjust the ratio, d1/d2, at C = 8, aiming to tune the real part of εrx and 1/εrz to

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure 4. Effect of cell number on the character-
istics of periodic multilayered superlenses: (a) k′z-
kx contour, (b) k′′z -kx contour, (c) phase of trans-
fer function, (d) amplitude of transfer function,
(e) recovered image. —•—: C = 4 (EA), —◦—:
C = 8 (EA), —: C = 16 (EA), ---: (AA) Nc = 2,
ε1 = (2.3013 − j0.0014)ε0, ε2 = (−2.7 − j0.23)ε0,
d = 80 nm, a = 20nm, w = 80nm.

(a) (b)

(e)

(c) (d)

Figure 5. Effect of layer order on the characteris-
tics of the periodic multilayered superlens: (a) k′z-
kx contour, (b) k′′z -kx contour, (c) phase of trans-
fer function, (d) amplitude of transfer function,
(e) recovered image. —: C = 8 (EA), d1/d2 = 1,
with ε1 = (2.3013 − j0.0014)ε0, ε2 = (−2.7 −
j0.23)ε0, —◦—: C = 8 (EA), d1/d2 = 1, with
ε1 = (−2.7 − j0.23)ε0, ε2 = (2.3013 − j0.0014)ε0,
---: (AA), d1/d2 = 1, Nc = 2, d = 80 nm,
a = 20 nm, w = 80 nm.
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Table 1. Effective parameters and slope of asymptotes, using the approximate approach (AA).

εrx εrz dk′z/dkx dk′′z /dkx

Figure 4
−0.1994

−j0.1157

24.4609

−j11.5606
±0.0817 ±0.0429

Figure 7, d1/d2 = 1.173 −j0.1066
14.57

−j3.2430
±0.0529 ±0.0659

Figure 7, d1/d2 = 0.846
−0.4077

−j0.1252

−0.0134

−j58.5225
±0.0507 ±0.0687

Figure 8 −j0.0575
1.3486

−j0.0142
±0.1452 ±0.1468

Figure 9 −j0.1154
19.7055

−j56.7393
±0.0073 ±0.0432

Figure 12, QD
0.3346

−j0.0008

−40.6961

−j20.8402
±0.0831 ±0.0202

Figure 12, CsBr
−0.0082

−j0.1154

22.0048

−j54.7638
±0.0099 ±0.0431

Figure 14 0
−10.0904

−j1.1979
±0 ±0.012

Figure 15 −j0.0428
−26.8103

−j10.6391
±0.0216 ±0.0319

(a) (b)

Figure 6. Effect of cell number on the transfer function: (a) phase and (b) amplitude. —: C = 32
(EA), d1/d2 = 1, with ε1 = (2.3013− j0.0014)ε0, ε2 = (−2.7− j0.23)ε0, —◦—: C = 32 (EA), d1/d2 = 1,
with ε1 = (−2.7 − j0.23)ε0, ε2 = (2.3013 − j0.0014)ε0, ---: (AA), d1/d2 = 1, Nc = 2, d = 80nm,
a = 20 nm, w = 80 nm.

zero. Figure 7(a) shows the characteristics of the periodic multilayered superlenses at d1/d2 = 0.846
(Re{1/εrz} = 0) and d1/d2 = 1.173 (ε′rx = 0), respectively. At either ratio, the slope of the k′z-kx contour
becomes smaller than that in Figure 4 (curve —◦—). However, the slope of the k′′z -kx contour, as shown
in Figure 7(b), is larger than that in Figure 4 (curve —◦—), which constrains the kx-bandwidth of the
transfer function. The relevant parameters associated with Figure 7 are listed in Table 1.

At d1/d2 = 1.173, |εrx | reaches the smallest number, but |1/εrz | is not small enough. Similarly,
at d1/d2 = 0.846, |1/εrz | reaches the smallest number, but |εrx | is not small enough. In addition, ε′′rx
and Im{1/εrz} can not be reduced to zero along with their real parts. As a result, the asymptote to
the k′′z -kx contour can not have a zero slope, which in turn restricts the kx-bandwidth of the transfer
function. In comparison, when |εrx | is tuned to the smallest number at d1/d2 = 1.173, the corresponding
transfer function renders a better image than that in Figure 4 and that at d1/d2 = 0.846.

At small kx, (20) shows that the transfer function becomes less independent of kx if |εrx | → 0, and
the transfer function is not a constant if ε′′rx is not zero. Figure 7(e) (curve —) shows that a better
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure 7. Effect of d1/d2 ratio on the charac-
teristics of the periodic multilayered superlens,
(a) k′z-kx contour, (b) k′′z -kx contour, (c) phase of
transfer function, (d) amplitude of transfer func-
tion, (e) recovered image. —: C = 8 (EA),
d1/d2 = 1.173; ---: C → ∞ (AA), d1/d2 = 1.173;
—◦—: C = 8 (EA), d1/d2 = 0.846; —◦—: (AA),
d1/d2 = 0.846; Nc = 2, ε1 = (2.3013− j0.0014)ε0,
ε2 = (−2.7 − j0.23)ε0, d = 80 nm, a = 20 nm,
w = 80 nm.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure 8. Effect of using a low-permittivity layer
on the characteristics of the periodic multilayered
superlens, (a) k′z-kx contour, (b) k′′z -kx contour,
(c) phase of transfer function, (d) amplitude of
transfer function, (e) recovered image. —: C = 8
(EA), d1/d2 = 3, ---: (AA), d1/d2 = 3, Nc = 2,
ε1 = 0.9ε0, ε2 = (−2.7 − j0.23)ε0, d = 80nm,
a = 20 nm, w = 80 nm.

resolution is achieved when ε′rx = 0.
If a material with very small positive ε′r is used to replace PMMA, d1/d2 has to be very large to

make ε′rx zero and ε′′rx very small. However, large d1/d2 also renders a small |εrz |, which tends to increase
the slope of the asymptote to the k′′z -kx contour, based on (16).

Figure 8 shows that, by choosing ε1 = 0.9ε0, a large slope of the asymptote to the k′′z -kx contour
causes the transfer function to have a narrow kx-bandwidth. Thus, the recovered image is expected
to be poor, as shown in Figure 8(e). The relevant parameters associated with Figure 8 are listed in
Table 1.

5. SUPERLENSES CONTAINING CsBr LAYERS

Consider a four-layer cell, PMMA/Ag/X/Ag, where X is a DPS material with ε3 = 3.0987ε0, Materials
X and PMMA are used to make ε′rx close to zero. Figure 9 shows that the slope of k′z-kx contour
decreases with the decreasing of ε′rx . Since |ε3| > |ε1|, |ε3| has a smaller contribution to 1/εrz , leading to
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure 9. Effect of four-layer cell,
PMMA/Ag/X/Ag, on the characteristics of the
periodic multilayered superlens, (a) k′z-kx contour,
(b) k′′z -kx contour, (c) phase of transfer function,
(d) amplitude of transfer function, (e) recovered
image. —: C = 4 (EA), ---: (AA), Nc = 4,
ε1 = (2.3013 − j0.0014)ε0, ε2 = (−2.7 − j0.23)ε0,
ε3 = 3.0987ε0, ε4 = (−2.7 − j0.23)ε0, d = 80 nm,
a = 20 nm, w = 80 nm.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure 10. Effect of four-layer cell,
PMMA/Ag/X/Ag, with X an active mate-
rial, on the characteristics of the periodic
multilayered superlens, (a) k′z-kx contour, (b) k′′z -
kx contour, (c) phase of transfer function,
(d) amplitude of transfer function, (e) recovered
image. —: C = 4 (EA), ---: (AA), Nc = 4,
ε1 = (2.3013 − j0.0014)ε0, ε2 = (−2.7 − j0.23)ε0,
ε3 = (3.0987 + j0.4614)ε0, ε4 = (−2.7 − j0.23)ε0,
d = 80nm, a = 20 nm, w = 80nm.

a larger |εrz |. A larger |εrz | reduces the slope of the asymptotes to the kz-kx contours, based on (16). A
smaller slope of the asymptote to the k′′z -kx contour renders a wider transfer function, based on (19). In
addition, small ε′rx implies that the amplitude of the transfer function is nearly a constant at small kx,
which renders less distortion. The relevant parameters associated with Figure 9 are listed in Table 1.

Note that CsBr has a refractive index of 1.75118 at λ = 365 nm, or εCsBr = 3.067ε0 [23]. CsBr has
a simple cubic crystal structure with lattice constant around 0.429 nm [24], which matches well with
the lattice constant of Ag, 0.409 nm [25]. A 5 nm-thick CsBr layer has been fabricated before for other
uses [26]. So it is feasible to use CsBr layer as the material X discussed above.

6. SUPERLENSES CONTAINING ACTIVE LAYERS

The imaginary part of εrx makes the transfer function less flat at small kx, and prevents the slope of
the asymptote to the k′′z -kx contour from getting smaller. We may consider an active material for X,
with εrx = 3.0978 + j0.4614, to make εrx close to zero. If εrx = 0 can be achieved, the slope of the
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asymptote to the k′′z -kx contour becomes zero, the transfer function has a wider kx-bandwidth and a
flatter amplitude at small kx.

As shown in Figure 10, the transfer function improves as expected. With C = 4, the slope of
asymptote to the k′′z -kx contour is not exactly zero, hence the transfer function has a narrower kx-
bandwidth than expected. At C →∞, an almost perfect image is obtained, as shown in Figure 10(e).
Note that the permittivity is a macroscopic parameter, and is not applicable if the layers are too thin.

To implement an active layer with ε = (3.0987+ j0.4614)ε0 at λ = 365 nm, ZnO quantum dots [27]
immersed in an SiO2 substrate [28] can be considered. The SiO2 is also a common material to make
superlenses.

The dielectric constant of a spherical quantum dot can be expressed as [29]

εrQD(ω) = εi
r∞ +

2fQD

VQD

[fc − fv]e2ξosc/m0ε0
ω2 − ω2

0 − j(2ωγ)
(21)

where εi
r∞ is the relative dielectric constant of the bulk ZnO material, at ω → ∞; VQD = 4πR3

QD/3 is
the volume of one quantum dot; fc and fv are the electron distributions in the conduction band and
the valence band, respectively; ξosc is the oscillation strength of each quantum dot; m0 is the mass of
an electron; γ is the broadening constant of a quantum dot; ~ω0 = Eg + Ee + Eh −Eb is the transition
energy of the quantum dot, Eg is the bandgap of the bulk material, Ee and Eh are the ground-state
energy levels of the electrons and the holes, respectively, and Eb is the electron-hole binding energy;
fQD = NeVQD is the fractional volume of the quantum dots.

A mixing formula [30] can be used to predict the dielectric constant of ZnO quantum dots immersed
in the SiO2 substrate. The difference of prediction using the different mixing formulas of Maxwell-
Garnett, Bruggeman, and coherent-potential models, is not obvious when the ratio, εi/εe, is below
three; where εi and εe are the permittivity of the inclusion and the substrate, respectively. In this work,
εQD/εSiO2 falls between 1 and 2. Hence, the Maxwell-Garnett mixing formula is used to predict the
dielectric constant of ZnO quantum dots immersed in the SiO2 substrate as

εmix
r (ω) = εb

r∞ +
3fQDεb

r∞
(
εrQD − εb

r∞
)

εrQD + 2εb
r∞ − fQD (εrQD − εb

r∞)
(22)

where εb
r∞ is the relative dielectric constant of SiO2 at ω → ∞. The relevant parameters are listed in

Table 2 [27, 28, 31–34].

Table 2. Parameters of quantum dots.

Eg (eV) me/m0 mh/m0 εs ε∞ ~ωLO (meV) EP (eV) Ve (eV) Vh (eV) γ (meV)

ZnO 3.37 [32] 0.3 [28] 0.8 [28] 8.5 [28] 6 [28] 73.33 [34] 28.2 [27] 4.7 [32] 0.93 [32] 1.6113 [33]

SiO2 9 [32] 0.42 [31] 0.33 [31] - 3.9 [28] - - - - -

In Table 2, εs and ε∞ are the static and optical permittivity, respectively; and ωLO is the LO phonon
frequency. These three parameters are used to solve the binding energy, Eb, of a quantum dot [35]; and
ε∞ is used to calculate the dielectric function of a bulk material. The Kane’s energy parameter, EP , is
used to calculate the oscillation strength, ξosc [29]. The potential barriers between ZnO and SiO2, to
electrons and holes, are Ve and Vh, respectively; which are used to calculate the excited state energy
level of electron and hole, Ee and Eh, respectively [29].

The radius of quantum dots is chosen as RQD = 3.52 nm, to render an active material centered at
λ = 365 nm. The fractional volume is fQD = 0.45, to achieve the desired imaginary part of permittivity.
For simplicity, the electron is assumed to be in the conduction band, thus, fc = 1 and fv = 0. As shown
in Figure 11, ε = (4.473 + j0.4583)ε0 at λ = 365 nm.

Figure 12 shows the kz-kx contours, transfer function, and recovered image using the superlenses
containing CsBr and active layer, respectively. The slope of the k′z-kx contour with the active layer
is larger than that of the CsBr layer, hence the slope of phase with kx is larger in the former case.
Although the active layer can reduce the imaginary part of εrx , the real part of εrx becomes larger,
implying possible distortion. The relevant parameters associated with Figure 12 are listed in Table 1.
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Figure 11. Effective dielectric constant of ZnO quantum dots immersed in the SiO2 substrate with
fc = 1, and fv = 0. —: real part, ---: imaginary part.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure 12. Characteristics of periodic multilayered superlens with four-layer cell, PMMA/Ag/X/Ag,
with X = CsBr or ZnO QD’s in SiO2, (a) k′z-kx contour, (b) k′′z -kx contour, (c) phase of transfer
function, (d) amplitude of transfer function, (e) recovered image. Nc = 4, C = 4, d = 80 nm,
a = 20 nm, w = 80 nm, d1 = d2 = d3 = d4, ε1 = (2.3013 − j0.0014)ε0, ε2 = ε4 = (−2.7 − j0.23)ε0, —:
ε3 = (4.437 + j0.4583)ε0 (ZnO quantum dots in SiO2), ---: ε3 = 3.067ε0 (CsBr).

Since the radius of a QD is RQD = 3.52 nm, the thickness of the QD layer should be larger than
2RQD. Otherwise, the dielectric constant will deviate from its designed value. In order to stretch the
tuning range of thickness of the active layer, the cell number is halved and the thickness of each layer is
doubled, while maintaining the same total thickness, d. However, the transfer function of the superlens
will deviate from the original design, and its kx-bandwidth can be reduced. The transfer function and
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(a) (b)

Figure 13. Characteristics of two-cell four-layer superlens containing active layers: (a) amplitude
of transfer function and (b) recovered image. —: C = 2, d1 = d2 = d3 = d4 = 10 nm, with
ε1 = (2.3013 − j0.0014)ε0, ε2 = ε4 = (−2.7 − j0.23)ε0, ε3 = (4.437 + j0.4583)ε0, Nc = 4, d = 80 nm,
a = 20 nm, w = 80 nm.

the recovered image are shown in Figure 13.
Next, by adjusting the thickness of each layer in a cell, with C = 2, a smallest possible εrx is

achieved at d1 = 4.791 nm, d2 = d4 = 11.717 nm and d3 = 11.775 nm. The simulation results are shown
in Figure 14, and the relevant parameters are listed in Table 1. It is observed that the AA predicts
a perfect resolution, but the EA predicts quite differently, in the kz-kx contours, the transfer function
and the recovered image. The recovered image displays an obvious distortion, which is related to the
wild variation of the transfer function.

The peaks in the transfer function indicate the existence of resonant modes in the superlens. These
resonant modes are suppressed in the original superlens design with an effective lossy medium. When
the loss in silver and PMMA layers is compensated by the active layers, these resonant modes emerge
under proper conditions. The effect of resonant modes can not be modeled with AA, based on the
effective medium theory.

In order to suppress the the resonant modes, we need to introduce a small loss to εrx , while the
thickness of the active layer is set to a threshold value of 7.04 nm. By solving (13), with the goal to
reach ε′rx = 0, we obtain ε′′rx = −0.0428, d1 = 11.5384 nm, d2 = d4 = 10.7074 nm and d3 = 7.0468 nm.
Figure 15 shows the simulation results with these parameters, and the relevant parameters are listed in
Table 1.

The recovered image and the transfer function are improved over those in Figure 14, with εrx = 0.
The peaks of the transfer function in Figure 14, caused by the resonant modes, are suppressed by the
loss medium. The kz-kx contours predicted with the EA look closer to those with the AA, as compared
to those shown in Figure 14. However, since only two cells are used, the k′′z -kx contour with the EA is
still different from that with the AA. The k′′z -kx contour rises quickly with kx, hence the kx-bandwidth
of the transfer function is reduced.

Figure 16 shows the recovered image with half-pitch of λ/20, using the three superlenses simulated
in Sections 4, 5 and 6, respectively. The superlens of two-layer cells simulated in Section 4 renders
the worst quality, while that with CsBr-layer renders the best quality. The superlenses with four-layer
cells, simulated in Sections 5 and 6, can resolve an image with λ/20 half-pitches, finer than those in the
literatures [2–13].

Finally, the superlens containing CsBr layers is applied to resolve an even finer image, with half-
pitch of λ/36, and the result is shown in Figure 17.

7. TOLERANCE ANALYSIS

The optimal designs may be affected by two possible errors, the wavelength deviation of the laser
and the thickness deviation in the fabrication process. The permittivity of materials is a function of
wavelength, and a practical laser source has a finite linewidth. The linewidth of a tunable laser with
the wavelength range of 350–370 nm has been reduced to the order of 0.01 nm [36]. Many laser sources
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure 14. Characteristics of
PMMA/Ag/QD/Ag periodic multilayered
superlens with εrx = 0, (a) k′z-kx contour,
(b) k′′z -kx contour, (c) phase of transfer function,
(d) amplitude of transfer function, (e) recovered
image. Nc = 4, C = 2, d = 80 nm, a = 20 nm,
w = 80nm, d1 = 4.791 nm, d2 = d4 = 11.717 nm,
d3 = 11.775 nm, ε1 = (2.3013 − j0.0014)ε0, ε2 =
ε4 = (−2.7 − j0.23)ε0, ε3 = (4.437 + j0.4583)ε0
(ZnO quantum dots in SiO2), —: EA, ---: AA.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure 15. Characteristics of
PMMA/Ag/QD/Ag periodic multilayered
superlens with εrx = −j0.0428ε0, (a) k′z-kx

contour, (b) k′′z -kx contour, (c) phase of transfer
function, (d) amplitude of transfer function,
(e) recovered image. Nc = 4, C = 2, d = 80 nm,
a = 20nm, w = 80 nm, d1 = 11.5384 nm,
d2 = d4 = 10.7074 nm, d3 = 7.0468 nm, ε1 =
(2.3013 − j0.0014)ε0, ε2 = ε4 = (−2.7 − j0.23)ε0,
ε3 = (4.437 + j0.4583)ε0 (ZnO quantum dots in
SiO2), —: EA, ---: AA.

have been designed to have a linewidth of 0.0005 nm around the wavelength of 600 nm [37]. We will
choose a linewidth deviation of 0.001 nm to study its effect on the optimal design.

Figure 18 shows the wavelength dependence of permittivity of Ag, PMMA, CsBr and QD layer,
respectively. For Ag, PMMA and CsBr, if the wavelength is shifted by 0.001 nm from 365 nm, the
permittivity deviation is on the order of 10−5 or smaller, which can be ignored. For QD layer, the
real part of permittivity varies on the order of 0.001, and the imaginary part varies in the range of
0.4559–0.4607; which can also be ignored. In summary, the performance of our superlenses is barely
affected if the wavelength shift of the laser sources is limited to 0.001 nm.

Next, we consider the effects of thickness deviation due to fabrication. Thin-film Ag and PMMA
can be deposited using different methods, with the deposition rate of one nanometer per second [39, 40].
It is reasonable to assume that the thickness deviation of each layer is either 1 nm thicker or 1 nm
thinner than the original design.
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Figure 16. Comparison of recovered images
(a = 18 nm, w = 36 nm) with three superlenses:
—: Nc = 4, C = 2, d1 = 11.5384 nm, d2 =
d4 = 10.7074 nm, d3 = 7.0468 nm, ε1 = (2.3013−
0.0014j)ε0, ε3 = (4.437 + j0.4583)ε0 (QD), ε2 =
ε4 = (−2.7 − j0.23)ε0. ---: Nc = 4, C = 4, d1 =
d2 = d3 = d4 = 5nm, ε1 = (2.3013 − 0.0014j)ε0,
ε3 = 3.067ε0 (CsBr), ε2 = ε4 = (−2.7 − j0.23)ε0.
—·—: Nc = 2, C = 8, d1/d2 = 1.173, ε1 =
(2.3013− j0.0014)ε0, ε2 = (−2.7− j0.23)ε0.

Figure 17. Recovered image (a = 10 nm, w =
20nm) with superlenses: Nc = 4, C = 4, ε1 =
(2.3013 − j0.0014)ε0, ε3 = 3.067ε0 (CsBr), ε2 =
ε4 = (−2.7− j0.23)ε0.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 18. Wavelength dependence of permittivity: (a) Ag [21], (b) PMMA [38], (c) CsBr [23], (d) QD
layer (also shown in Figure 11).

Figure 19 shows the recovered images using the superlens made of two-layered (PMMA/Ag) cells,
with the same parameters as in Figure 7. With the thickness variation of ±1 nm in each layer, only a
very small variation is observed.

Figure 20 shows the recovered image using the superlens made of four-layered (PMMA/Ag/CsBr/Ag)
cells, with the same parameters as in Figure 12. With the thickness variation of ±1 nm in each layer,
only a very small variation is observed.

Figure 21 shows the recovered image using the superlens made of four-layered (PMMA/Ag/QD/Ag)
cells, with the same parameters as in Figure 15. Since the QD layer can not be thinner than the QD’s
diameter, only the thickness variation of 1 nm in each layer is considered. The variation is larger than
those in Figures 19 and 20.
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(a) (b)

Figure 19. Variation of recovered image using
the superlens made of two-layered (PMMA/Ag)
cells: (a) full-scale image, (b) enlarged portion
around one window; —: with the parameters of —
curve in Figure 7; ---: with the same parameters
except each layer is 1 nm thicker; —·—: with
the same parameters except each layer is 1 nm
thinner.

(a) (b)

Figure 20. Variation of recovered im-
age using the superlens made of four-layered
(PMMA/Ag/CsBr/Ag) cells: (a) full-scale image,
(b) enlarged portion around one window; —: with
the parameters of --- curve in Figure 12; ---: with
the same parameters except each layer is 1 nm
thicker; —·—: with the same parameters except
each layer is 1 nm thinner.

(a) (b)

Figure 21. Variation of recovered image using the superlens made of four-layered (PMMA/Ag/QD/Ag)
cells: (a) full-scale image, (b) enlarged portion around one window; —: with the parameters of — curve
in Figure 15; ---: with the same parameters except each layer is 1 nm thicker.

In summary, under reasonable thickness tolerance of the fabrication process and reasonable
wavelength tolerance of the laser source, the optimal designs of superlens are only slightly affected.

8. CONCLUSION

A transfer-matrix approach is proposed to derive the transfer function of periodic multilayered
superlenses, composed of passive or active layers. The effective medium theory is applied to derive
the dispersion relation, to explore possible resolution improvement. Both the real and the imaginary
parts of the kz-kx contours are used to analyze the phase variation and the kx-bandwidth of the transfer
function. CsBr layers are proposed to equalize the transfer function at small kx’s to effectively reduce
the image distortion. To compensate for the material loss, active layers are proposed, which are SiO2

substrate embedded with ZnO quantum dots. The proposed superlenses can resolve half-pitch features
of λ/36 using the CsBr layers, or λ/20 using the active layers. A tolerance analysis indicates that
the performance of the proposed superlenses is only slightly affected by reasonable deviations of layer
thickness and wavelength.
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